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Abstract: In chemistry and physics the electronic charge on a species or material is one important determinant of its properties. In the present Minireview, the essential requirements for a model catalyst system suitable to study charge control are discussed. The ideal model catalyst for this purpose consists of a material system, which comprises a single crystal metal support, covered by an epitaxially grown ultrathin oxide film, and flat, two-dimensional nanoparticles residing on this film. Several examples from the literature are selected and presented, which illustrate various aspects of electron transport from the support to the nanoparticle and vice versa. Key experiments demonstrate charge control within such model catalysts and give direct evidence for a chemical reaction at the perimeter of Au nanoparticles. The concepts derived from these studies are then taken a step further to see how they may be applied for bulk powder oxide supported nanoparticles as they are frequently found in catalytically active materials.

Introduction

Controlling the charge or the oxidation state of a species to steer its chemistry is a widely applied concept. For well-defined compounds in solution or in the gas phase, there are accepted heuristic rules to assign charges to the atoms constituting the molecule based on electronegativities of the constituting atoms. In some cases, it is possible to design experiments that correlate oxidation states or charges with observations. Examples are the chemical shift in X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), or spin states in electron spin resonance if appropriate theoretical modeling and an X-ray structure determination are available. When it comes to more complex systems, such as nanoparticles or clusters used in catalysis, in which a structure determination down to the atomic level is demanding, controlling the charge on such a nanoparticle or cluster is a real challenge. However, it is important to tackle this problem because knowing the charge is crucial for understanding the chemistry. There are cases reported in the literature in which the chemistry of free clusters in the gas phase, carrying positive, negative and no charge, knowing the structure and based on action spectroscopy, has been studied and pronounced differences between the acquired charge states have been identified. In conjunction with computational studies, these differences may be understood and put into perspective to heuristic rules typically applied in chemistry. Schwab, Solymosi and Vol’kenshtein have addressed the influence of the support and the effect of thin oxide films on the electronic structure of supported metals and have coined the term “Electronic Theory of Catalysis”. Hot electron induced chemistry, that is, electrons released through chemical reactions has also recently been discussed.

In the realm of heterogeneous catalysis, in which supported nanoparticles are an important active component, charge control is even more difficult to achieve and it requires a lot more attention than dedicated to it in the past. One way to tackle this problem is to design model systems of increasing complexity, eventually capturing the situation of a real material used in a catalytic reaction, yet allowing one to address charge control. A relevant design parameter for these systems is morphology, which should be chosen in such a way that scanning probe microscopy and other experimental tools, developed in the area of surface science, may be applied providing the highest level of information at the atomic scale.

In the present Minireview, we will first discuss the essential requirements for a model catalyst system suitable to study charge control. Subsequently, several examples from the published literature are selected that illustrate various aspects of electron transport within these systems. Finally, we present key experiments from our laboratory demonstrating charge control within model catalyst systems, which have measurable consequences for nanoparticle induced chemistry. The concepts derived from these studies indicate promising routes for their application in heterogeneous catalysis.

The Ultimate Model Catalyst System

To design a model catalyst system that allows us to experimentally study the issues addressed above, a number of prerequisites have to be fulfilled. Firstly and foremost, the system has to represent an oxide-supported metal nanoparticle because they are found in disperse metal catalysts. A model is schematically shown in Figure 1. Two nanoparticles are placed on a thin, epitaxially grown oxide film on a metal support. The particles have different morphologies, that is, one is a three-dimensional (3D) nanoparticle, whereas the other one assumes a two-dimensional (2D) raft morphology. Depending on the materials combination, electrons may tunnel from the metal support underneath the insulating oxide film to the nanoparticle supported on top of it. This process is governed by the energy it takes to remove an electron from the interface between the metal support and the thin oxide film (ionization potential of the interface), as well as by the energy released by placing one (or several) electron(s) onto the metal nanoparticle on top of the oxide film (electron affinity of the metal nanoparticle). The idea is that scanning tunneling electron microscopy and spectroscopy (STM, STS) should be well suited to detect this process. In particular, inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) would then—under specific conditions—provide evidence for the number of electrons involved in the transfer process. Furthermore, due to the ability to spatially resolve the
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oxidation film system. A whole cluster, and specifically of the cluster rim on a metal-supported thin surface. This situation allows us to obtain atomically resolved images of the tunneling process to a well-defined 2D flat cluster is determined primarily by the "last" atom of the tip (blue) which is closest to the flat surface. Consequently, an atomically resolved topographic image of the 3D-cluster rim is difficult to obtain. (c) In contrast, the side of the tip are responsible for the tunnel current. The black arrows indicate the tip surface interactions. The three atoms in blue at the front end and the side of the tip are responsible for the tunnel current. The black arrows indicate the tip surface interactions. Consequently, an atomically resolved topographic image of the 3D-cluster rim is difficult to obtain. (c) In contrast, the side of the tip are responsible for the tunnel current. The black arrows indicate the tip surface interactions. Consequently, an atomically resolved topographic image of the 3D-cluster rim is difficult to obtain.

Figure 1. Schematic atomistic diagrams of two typical model catalyst systems (yellow: metal clusters, light grey and red: oxide film, gray: metal support. (a) Two nanoparticles with different morphologies (left: 3-dimensional cluster, right: 2-dimensional raft) supported on a thin oxide film, (b) scanning tunneling microscope (STM) tip (grey atoms) approaching from above the rim of the nanoparticle. The three atoms in blue at the front end and the side of the tip are responsible for the tunnel current. The black arrows indicate the tip surface interactions. Consequently, an atomically resolved topographic image of the 3D-cluster rim is difficult to obtain. (c) In contrast, the side of the tip are responsible for the tunnel current. The black arrows indicate the tip surface interactions. Consequently, an atomically resolved topographic image of the 3D-cluster rim is difficult to obtain. (c) In contrast, the side of the tip are responsible for the tunnel current. The black arrows indicate the tip surface interactions. Consequently, an atomically resolved topographic image of the 3D-cluster rim is difficult to obtain. (c) In contrast, the side of the tip are responsible for the tunnel current. The black arrows indicate the tip surface interactions. Consequently, an atomically resolved topographic image of the 3D-cluster rim is difficult to obtain.

Figure 2. Atomic resolution images of crystalline nanosize Pd clusters. (a) Scan size 9.5 × 9.5 nm², I₁ = 0.8 nA, V₁ = 1.5 mV. (b) Scan size 4.5 × 4.5 nm², I₁ = 1.8 nA, V₁ = 1.5 mV. The resolution is kept a few layers down the sides, allowing identification of the sides facets. The dots indicate atomic positions consistent with a (111) facet. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [14], copyright American Physical Society.

local electron density, we should be in a position to also locate where the electrons reside on the particle. Here, the morphology of the nanoparticle plays an important role. Consider the morphology of the nanoparticle with respect to the size of the tunneling tip as schematically indicated in Figure 1. It is obvious, that a 3D particle may not be imaged in its entirety at atomic resolution. STM can in principle reveal only the exact arrangement of all atoms in a nanoparticle if it is planar. For 3D nanoparticles, only the positions of the surface atoms can be mapped, whereas the atomic arrangement on the lateral facets is in most cases difficult to obtain. Nevertheless, the group of Henry achieved a complete characterization of the morphology of a 27-atom Pd nanoparticle supported on a cleaved MoS₂(0001) single crystal facet. The authors obtained information on the three-dimensional shape, azimuthal orientation on the substrate, and arrangement of atoms on lateral facets. So far, this is the only experiment on a small supported 3D nanoparticle, in which the number of atoms is directly obtained from the STM image. Henry and co-workers compared those measurements to corresponding transmission electron spectroscopy (TEM) results, and, recently, Palmer and collaborators obtained well-resolved aberration corrected TEM images of supported Au clusters and presented a route to structure determination analyzing electron beam induced transformations.

Imaging larger particles on oxide surfaces with atomic resolution using scanning probe techniques is less system-restrict-
This is consistent with the interatomic spacing of S atoms in the (0001) basal plane of MoS$_2$. From the apparent height of only 2.0 Å, the authors conclude that the MoS$_2$ nanocrystals are present as single layers on the Au surface. The triangular shape of the monolayer crystals is in contrast to the expected hexagonal morphology of multilayer MoS$_2$. This implies that one of the edge terminations is considerably more stable. To answer which edge structure is more stable, the edge structures of the triangles were investigated with atomic resolution. The S atoms at the edges were found to be out of registry with the S atoms in the hexagonal lattice of the basal plane and are shifted by half a lattice constant along the edge. A comparison with density functional theory (DFT) calculations revealed that the observed edge structure is only obtained when the stoichiometry on the edges is changed, for example, only one S atom is bound to a Mo edge atom. Thus, these atomic resolution STM topographic images provided insights into the morphology (shape) and edge structure of MoS$_2$ nanocrystals.

The influence of the Au template on the observed electronic structure needs to be considered. In the case of MoS$_2$ on Au the interface is defined by an extended metal surface and a small sulphide particle, that is, reversed with respect to a supported metal catalyst, in which the interface is defined by an extended oxide (sulphide) support and a small metal particle. The above situation is often referred to as an “inverse catalyst”, implying that the interface is the same. Obviously, however, this is not at all the case.

These examples illustrate the current status of imaging 3D nanoparticles with STM. In particular, the difficulty to image the oxide metal interface, that is, the rim of the particle. In case an increased electron density is localized at the rim, it is, however, essential to be able to study the rim properties. In contrast, the morphology of the two-dimensional (2D) particle shown in Figure 4 allows us to image the entire particle including the rim. As a conclusion of the above considerations, the choice of an ideal model catalyst comprises a material system composed of (i) a single crystal metal support, (ii) covered by an epitaxially grown ultrathin oxide, sulphide, nitride or chloride film, and (iii) 2D nanoparticles on the thin film obtained by diffusion-controlled growth.

Growth and Characterization of Ultrathin Oxide Films

In a first step towards realistic model catalysts, we consider a metal single-crystal-thin-oxide-film support. Many investigations have shown that thin oxide films, like MgO, CaO, TiO$_2$, or Al$_2$O$_3$ are especially suitable in their function as supports for metallic nanoparticles. When prepared under UHV conditions, they are atomically clean, which is a very important prerequisite for the investigation of their physical and chemical properties. These thin films exhibit roughly the same chemical and physical properties as their bulk analogs if grown to a certain thickness. As an illustrative example for the typical preparation procedures and surface analysis methods employed in the preparation and characterization of thin oxide films on metallic substrates, we present here the thin film growth of MgO films on Mo and on Ag single crystal surfaces.
The MgO(100) films are grown on Mo(100) by evaporating pure metallic magnesium at an oxygen pressure of $5 \times 10^{-7}$ mbar. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) measurements show a one-to-one stoichiometry of the films and the absence of carbon impurities. Typical thicknesses were about 1–10 monolayers, as determined by AES peak intensities and by XPS using the intensity attenuation of the Mo 3d core level with increasing film coverage. Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) studies, taken of a typical MgO-film after a short annealing, show sharp $(1 \times 1)$ patterns. Multiple phonon losses observed in high resolution energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS), and the characteristic ultraviolet photoemission (UPS) from the O 2p valence band, indicate a well-ordered MgO(100) single crystal surface in good agreement with previous studies.

Concerning the microscopic characterization, the morphology and the electronic structure of ultrathin MgO films epitaxially grown on Ag(001) were investigated on the atomic scale with scanning probe methods. The Stranks–Krastanov growth mode of MgO leads to the formation of two-dimensional islands at monolayer coverages, and, at higher coverages, as shown in Figure 5a, flat terraces of typically 50 nm widths. Atomic resolution images, depicted in Figure 5b, reveal the Ag(001) substrate and the MgO monolayer, in which only one type of ion is resolved. Figure 5c presents the growth model of MgO/Ag(001) and illustrates the most favorable configuration: Mg-atoms occupy hollow sites, that is, they continue the Ag fcc lattice (lattice constant $a = 0.409$ nm), O-atoms occupy on top sites. The Ag(001) surface unit cell is indicated.

Differential conductance measurements on ultrathin MgO films reveal that the electronic structure of three atomic layers of MgO already corresponds closely to one of the MgO(001) single crystal surface showing a band gap of nearly 6 eV. Calculations of the local density of states (LDOS) based on DFT with the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) support the experimental results. Within this broad energy window, the local electronic structure of supported nanoparticles can be studied by STS, opening new perspectives for the local investigation of model catalysts. Recently, by careful after-growth-treatment in addition to the usual growth parameters, that is, crystal temperature, metal flux, and oxygen pressure, Pal et al. succeeded to tune the morphology of the MgO film from irregular, nanometer-sized, monolayer-thick islands to larger, squared bilayer islands and to extended monolayers limited only by substrate steps. Concerning the morphology of the interface between the ultrathin MgO film and the Ag(001) substrate, a combined STM and atomic force microscopy (AFM) study revealed steps and kinks in the insulator-metal interface, a result which is not possible to obtain by STM alone.

The electron trapping properties of structural elements, such as point defects, line defects, and grain boundaries, has been of a greater interest in recent years. Studies on the growth behavior of MgO on Mo(001) have shown that the lattice mismatch between MgO and the Mo(001) substrate leads to the formation of line defects in the oxide to minimize tension, making this sample system ideal to study the influence of line defects on the local electronic structure. The importance of electron trapping sites in MgO has already been studied with MgO/Ag(001) for point defects by Sterrer et al. They are supposed to be involved in electron transfer processes on the surface. These point defects are oxygen vacancies, known as color centers, and are therefore referenced in the literature as $F$ centers originating from the German word “Farbe”. Depending on their charge state they are marked as $F^0$, $F^+$ or $F^{2+}$, having two, one or no electron trapped. Such electrons in the color centers can be transferred to adsorbates such as Au atoms.

The defect-free MgO surface is quite inert whereas a defect rich surface shows a high and complex chemical reactivity. To understand possible reaction pathways, a detailed characterization of color centers is highly desired. Information about their local position and thus coordination, electronic structure, local contact potential and possible adsorbate interaction are of fundamental interest (Figure 6). From calculations, it has been proposed that color centers are directly involved in chemical reactions for example, as adsorption sites due to more attractive defect-adsorbate interactions compared with the pristine MgO surface.

Considering that the intrinsic defect density of the film is very small, color centers need to be generated by operating the microscope in the STM mode at high currents and high sample voltages. Clean and well-grown MgO areas have been selected to ensure defined conditions beforehand. The produced defects are then preferentially located at kinks and corners of step edges (see Figure 6b). This means defect sites with a lower coordination number are preferred. In the first place, it is unknown which type of color center is imaged on the MgO surface. To gain further insight into the nature of the color centers, it is necessary to perform high-resolution Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) (Figure 6d) measurements in...
combination with scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS; Figure 6 c) at single point defect resolution. It was possible to investigate the color centers on the MgO surface in detail and to classify their charge state. This demonstrates once again the great benefit of AFM and KPFM in combination with STM and STS.

The final step to obtain a realistic model nanocatalyst, is the creation of metallic nanoparticles on these ultrathin dielectric films. There are two main approaches, (i) diffusion controlled growth of 2D nanoparticles on the thin film after physical vapor deposition of the chosen metal, and (ii) deposition of size-selected clusters obtained by laser vaporization in He-atmosphere or, for example, by high-energy Xe-ion sputtering of the chosen metal, and subsequent mass selection in a quadrupole mass filter. Below we review attempts to address model catalyst systems following the ideas outlined above.

**Electron Transfer in These Model Catalyst Systems**

A number of systems have been investigated. They range from individual atoms to chains of atoms and 2D rafts on insulating films (oxides, chlorides, sulphide and nitride). The rafts encompass metal as well as oxide and sulfide aggregates. We analyze these systems with respect to the question of how charge transfer is controlled by the aggregate and the interface between it and the support.

Before experimental evidence had been presented, predictions based on computational studies for individual metal atoms on oxide films were published. In 1999, the first studies by Jennison and collaborators on Pd atoms on alumina surfaces revealed strong binding upon electron transfer from the metal atom to the oxide forming a positively charged Pd atom. In contrast, Pd atoms on MgO(100) surfaces, according to Neyman et al., are relatively weakly bound and do not carry a charge. Subsequently, Nilius et al. published a study on Pd on a thin alumina film grown on NiAl(110) indicating that the properties of the Pd atoms depend on the adsorption sites, without providing clear evidence on the charge state. In 2004, Repp et al. published a scanning probe study on individual Au atoms on a thin NaCl layer grown on Cu(100) and Cu(111) surfaces. The well-resolved STM images allowed identification of the adsorption site of the metal atom. Even more importantly, applying voltage pulses to the tip, the Au adatom could be reversibly switched between a neutral Au$^0$ and a negatively charged Au$^{−}$ state, as shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 6. Spectroscopy on point defects.](image)

Figure 6. Spectroscopy on point defects. (a) Schematic representation of the color centers in the MgO lattice at different terrace, step edges, kinks and corner sites. (b) AFM image of 21 nm × 9 nm measured at a frequency shift of $\Delta f = -1.6$ Hz, an oscillation amplitude of $A_{osc} = 0.34$ nm and $V_S = -50$ mV. Defects are indicated by circles. The position of the spectroscopy in (c) and (d) is indicated by red and blue. (c) STS on MgO. There are no states in the MgO-film (red), whereas electronic defect states (blue) at approximately 1 and −1 V exist. (d) Frequency shift versus sample voltage spectroscopy shows a quadratic dependence at the MgO film (red) and at the defects (blue). The maxima are at different sample voltages, that is, point of different work functions.

![Figure 7. Example of the manipulation of the Au adatom state.](image)

Figure 7. Example of the manipulation of the Au adatom state. After recording the image (A), the STM tip was positioned above one of the Au adatoms (arrow) and a positive voltage pulse was applied to the sample. After a time $t$, a sharp decrease in the tunneling current can be observed (B). A subsequent STM image (C) shows that the manipulated Au adatom has a different appearance but did not change its position. By applying a negative voltage pulse, one can switch the manipulated adatom back to its initial state (D). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [40], copyright The American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Their experimental results were corroborated by DFT calculations. Subsequently, a similar combined experimental and theoretical study by Olsson et al. reported that individual Ag adatoms on ultrathin NaCl films supported on Cu single crystal surfaces were manipulated by voltage pulses to acquire three different stable charge states—neutral, negatively, and positively charged adatoms. Figure 8 illustrates that the different charge states of the Ag adatoms can be distinguished by their image contrast. We note that charge switching of individual adsorbed Au and Ag adatoms on ultrathin NaCl films on
Cu(111) had also been achieved later by using combined STM and AFM. Another intriguing aspect of charged adatoms is their charge-state-dependent diffusion, found very recently for Au adatoms on these ultrathin insulating NaCl films.

In 2007, Sterrer et al. presented STM results on Pd atoms in comparison to Au atoms adsorbed on well-defined MgO(100) films revealing negatively charged Au atoms and neutral Pd atoms in full agreement with predictions by Pacchioni et al. The metal atoms reside on the surface, with the adsorption site depending on the charge state. Negatively charged metal atoms reside on the oxygen ions, positively charged atoms reside on the Mg atom within the substrate. A study of Au and Pd atoms on a two-layer FeO(111) film on Pt(111) indicates that while Pd atoms basically remain neutral, Au atoms on this substrate are positively charged. This charge and adatom dependent adsorption behavior for the two different ad-atoms is illustrated in Figure 9 for the above addressed case of Pd and Au adsorption on MgO(100).

Although the Pd atoms exhibit a random arrangement on the surface, including the formation of Pd clusters and particles, the deposited Au atoms are characterized by a distribution dominated by repulsion between positively charged atoms, which seem to bind to a specific site on the surface. Infrared studies on individual adsorbed metal atoms as well as particles using CO as a probe molecule indicate charge on the metal atoms by characteristic shifts in the CO-stretching frequencies.

Individual metal atoms have also been incorporated into oxide films. A first example was reported on Pd atoms residing in a silica layer grown on Mo(112). However, in this case, the interaction with the Mo substrate influences the properties. Li- evens and collaborators investigated the substitution of Co atoms into a NaCl film and found that the transition metal atoms may substitute, both, chlorine as well as sodium ions, assuming either a negative or a positive charge. Even the magnetic interactions between neighboring metal atoms were investigated and correlated with DFT calculations.

A series of studies on larger aggregates have been reported. The first report to experimentally count the number of electrons in a linear metal aggregate was reported by Nilius et al. together with computational studies by the Sauer group in 2008. As shown in Figure 10, the important feature here is the observation of patterns in the d/dV spectroscopic images that represent the quantum states of the system as a function of the tunneling voltage. Identifying the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied states of the chain, and knowing the number of atoms in the chain, permits to count the number of electrons provided by the Au 6s electrons.

The idea is to use the concept of a particle-in-a-box and the number of nodes in the wave functions as a function of energy. The result in case of a chain of seven Au atoms on an alumina substrate is that three electrons have been transferred...
to the Au chain in addition to the electrons provided by the Au atoms in the chain. A similar analysis has been presented by Lin et al. for two-dimensional aggregates (flat rafts) of Au on MgO(100). Here, the analysis, based on computations performed by the Hakkinen group, revealed patterns that were analyzed in a similar way to the linear chain yet taking into account the two-dimensional nature of the problem. The experimental and computational results for a Au$_{18}$ nanoparticle are illustrated in Figure 11.

In this case, four extra electrons are transferred to the flat two-dimensional Au nanoparticle according to this analysis. Lin et al. performed studies on larger objects containing 100 atoms. Here the geometry, in particular at the rim of the flat raft as shown in Figure 12a, is complex, which renders an analysis with respect to symmetry properties difficult. Still, according to the theoretical results there is charge transfer to the Au raft of about 0.2 e per Au atom. The complexity in structure expresses itself by partial localization of the additional charges at specific sites on the rim. Hakkinen’s calculations predict that localization happens preferentially at kink sites on the rim. There is almost a full extra electron at a kink site, and 0.5 e at each perimeter Au atom.

This appears to be an interesting find because charge localization may influence the adsorption of molecules. There are several sets of experiments in the literature concerning edge states on non-metallic particles. An early one came from the Besenbacher group on MoS$_2$ in which the authors observe edge states when those sulfide rafts are supported on an Au(111) surface (see Figure 4). According to theoretical modeling these states have metallic character, and are supposed to play a key role in hydro-desulfonation reactions in catalysis. It is not clear which role the Au metal surface plays in the electronic structure of the sulfide raft. Another set of experiments has been reported on vanadium oxide particles and rafts on CeO$_2$(111). Computational studies by the Sauer group predict a charge transfer from the vanadium atoms to the ceria surface creating highly oxidized V$^{5+}$ species on the surface. The transferred electrons reside on the Ce ions changing their oxidation state from Ce$^{4+}$ to Ce$^{3+}$.

In these two-dimensional nanoparticle systems, there is obviously no problem to observe details on the perimeter. The question is whether such observations may be transferred to three-dimensional supported particles. This is a clear challenge and so far no clear evidence has been reported. Coming back to our discussion presented in the earlier section “The Ultimate Model Catalyst System”, we summarize here the existing pertinent examples. In 1999, atomically resolved images of 3d-Pd nanoparticles supported on a thin alumina film were reported (see Figure 2). Although the top facets of the particles were imaged at atomic resolution, it was not possible to clearly resolve the edge sites; some of the side facets near the top facets, however, were resolved. The Besenbacher group was able to also present images of adsorbates on the top facets. Shaikhutdinov and co-workers investigated Pt particles supported on iron oxide surfaces. Atomic resolution on the top facets and to some degree also of the side facets were obtained (see Figure 3). However, in general, as indicated in Figure 1, imaging the perimeter of a 3D-particle at atomic resolution is difficult, because the size of the tip as well as the...
usual geometry of the STM setup are not well suited for this task.

Reactivity at the Metal-Oxide Interface and the Development of Concepts

In spite of those experimental difficulties, there are a number of combined experimental and computational studies presenting indications that the oxide-metal-interface is decisive in steering chemical reactions through charge control. Early experimental and theoretical evidence indicated charge transfer of 0.5 e from the MgO support to deposited size-selected Au₈ clusters.[54] This charge transfer turns inactive clusters into active ones in CO oxidation, opening new perspectives to tune catalytic processes on the nanoscale.

A combined theory-experimental study on Pt nanoparticles on ceria surfaces by the Libuda/Neyman groups[55] attempts to extract the transferred charge by measuring the amount of reduced ceria after deposition of the Pt particles by monitoring the Ce³⁺ signal using XPS from a film that originally did not show any reduced species as a function of Pt coverage. The claim is that this allows the authors to count the number of electrons transferred across the metal-oxide interface. The result of this effort leads to 0.12 e per Pt atom transferred from Pt to the ceria support. No direct evidence of reactions at the perimeter of nanoparticles had been presented hitherto.

Only very recently Calaza et al.[56] were able to record and image CO₂ reactivity at the rim of two-dimensional Au rafts on MgO(100). As depicted in Figure 13, in this study two important factors were exploited. On the one hand, we exploit the morphology (flat raft) of the pristine nanoparticle (Figure 13 a), which allows us to access the perimeter in detail, and on the other hand, we make use of the pronounced electron transfer towards the Au atoms residing at the perimeter, which may be used to induce chemical reactions. In the present case, CO₂ has been used as a reactant. Figure 13 b shows the Au-nanoparticle decorated with CO₂ at its perimeter, and the differential conductance spectroscopic image shown in Figure 13 c clearly reveals the increased electron density at the nanoparticle rim. CO₂ is a thermodynamically very stable molecule if no electrons are present. In the presence of electrons, CO₂ is activated by electron transfer. The energy cost to transfer an electron to CO₂ is about 0.6 eV, but if one deals with a CO₂ aggregate of at least two molecules, the electron transfer becomes energetically favorable. For a dimer, in particular, the gain is 0.9 eV as determined by molecular beam experiments in the gas phase.[56,57]

Considering that the reaction of a CO₂ dimer to an oxalate (C₂O₄²⁻) molecule has been observed on metal surfaces, which had been electron-enriched by alkali adsorption,[58] it is not surprising that the electron-rich-supported Au nanoparticles induce the formation of oxalate molecules at its perimeter at which the extra electrons are localized. According to the STM studies, the reaction is confined to the rim of the particles and the nature of the created species is confirmed by ensemble averaging infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRAS), including isotopic labeling studies. When one investigates the distribution of oxalate molecules along the perimeter one finds inhomogeneities, that may be connected to the above-mentioned inhomogeneous distribution of extra electrons along the perimeter. To look deeper into this problem we will perform IETS measurements, which will allow us to investigate the exact nature of individual molecular species and their formation.

Transfer to Real Systems

To transfer the ideas outlined above to powder systems typically applied in catalysis we need to think about systems that contain ingredients representing an electron source below the surface of an oxide, which may be exploited to charge a supported nanoparticle on top of the surface. A natural choice is the use of transition-metal dopants, which may replace cations in the support oxide, for example Mg in MgO or Ca in CaO. These dopants should then be designed to allow for an easy change of the oxidation state, thereby releasing electrons that may be taken up by metal nanoparticles forming on the surface. Experimentally, this has been realized by placing Mo dopants into a CaO lattice exposing the (100) surface.[59] At a concentration of 1–2% of Mo, the nanoparticles at the surface all assume flat raft morphologies, observed for the thin film sys-
tems discussed above. Au on CaO with Mo-dopants or Au on MgO on Ag(100) both result in 2D Au rafts. In the first case, the transferred electrons are delivered by the Mo impurities, in the second one by electrons tunneling from the Ag substrate through the oxide film to the Au nanoparticle. It should be possible to perform studies on chemical reactions in a similar way. It is interesting to ask how the particles on the surface communicate with the dopants underneath the surface. Is it tunneling or is it another mechanism? We have some indications that phonons may be involved in the electron transfer process.

We emphasize here again that the formation of planar Au islands on top of the ultrathin MgO and CaO insulating films has itself its origin in the charge transfer from the substrate to the Au nanoparticle. Upon charge transfer from the Au raft to the adsorbed CO$_2$ molecules at its perimeter, the quantum well states in the 2D Au nanoparticles are shifted in energy. This effect reveals how molecular adsorption influences individual quantum systems, a topic of utmost relevance for heterogeneous catalysis.

Conclusions

Two-dimensional nanoparticle rafts are ideally suited to investigate the connection between cluster charges and chemical reactivity, an aspect of particular importance in catalysis. Metal-supported thin oxide films provide a platform to develop concepts on how charge may be exchanged between the support, the nanoparticle, and reactive molecules residing on the nanoparticle. The dielectric films decoupling the nanoparticle from the support are essential for the application of scanning probe methods which enable us to study and to elucidate the distribution of charge on the nanoparticle. The concepts developed here may be transferred to real catalyst systems by replacing the electron source represented by the metal support in the case of thin film systems by appropriate dopants in the case of bulk oxide materials.
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Taking charge of the situation: In chemistry and physics the electronic charge on a species or material is one important determinant of its properties. In this Minireview, the essential requirements for a model catalyst system suitable to study charge control are discussed. Examples from the literature illustrate various aspects of electron transport from the support to the nanoparticle and vice versa. The concepts derived from these studies are then taken a step further to see how they may be applied for bulk powder oxide supported nanoparticles as they are frequently found in catalytically active materials.

Inducing or steering a chemical reaction by controlling the charge is a key aspect in catalysis. The charge flow at an oxide–metal interface is of paramount importance for a successful catalytic reaction. Scanning probe investigations of such an interface reveal a two-dimensional Au particle of one monolayer height and a diameter of 6 nm residing on a magnesium oxide film, the same Au raft after adsorption of CO₂ at its rim, the high localization of electron density at the negatively charged cluster rim, and the change in energy of the first quantum well states on CO₂ adsorption.